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Abstract—Working with traditional methods to develop a web applications causing large limitations and a lot of time consuming and with number of unexpected errors. For this reason a new technology like MVC pattern frameworks found by some companies to deal with such issues. In this research we presented a design and implementation for web based application for e-commercial shop and third-part to buy products from online shops. We have used Laravel framework to do so. As result of this research we can find out the development was standardized and non-business logic relationships automatically processed, there was much scalability so this gives us more efficiency through the implementations.
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I. INTRODUCTION

With the broad use of Web innovation, many organizations have earnest requirements to construct their own Web business frameworks rapidly and proficiently [1]. However, an high quality application relies upon the support of very much well-designed system structure. Step by step instructions to accurately apply the center innovation to plan and fabricate a steady, adaptable and reusable Web application framework structure is the test we face [2]. Amazon, ebay, and many other online shops are so popular nowadays for online shopping and it’s have been using widely by customers to buy products that don’t exist in their countries or for saving their time in shopping or to buy a specific brands in that shops, so for many reasons the online shopping has been important in our life but for some reasons some online shops don’t sell their products for some countries specially in the middle east for many reasons, so this is a problem need to be fixed. We will build a website to deal with this problem using a business model to buy these products for users and ship them to their homes. We will use php language for programming but by using the MVC framework because of the Varity of its
features. We will use in this document the software engineering activities and techniques to deal with the problem considering the quality management through the waterfall model.

II. MVC PATTERN FRAMEWORK

The Model-View-Controller pattern nowadays is widely been used by companies and developers [3]. First time that used in Smalltalk and after that adopted and published by Java. The MVC pattern working in the following way: separates the application into three modules: Model, View and Controller. The Model is to control and to manage the data. It saves and receives the entities that used by an application, usually from a database, and contains the logic implemented by the application. The View is responsible to view the data that supplied by the model in a specific format. The Controller process the Model and View layers to work together. The Controller receives a request from the client, invokes the Model to perform the requested operations and sends the data to the View. The View formats the data to be presented to the user, in a web application as a HTML output. The MVC pattern is shown in Fig. 1.

III. PROBLEM STATEMENT

The As we mentioned before, we are trying to design and implement a website as a third part to buy products for users that can’t buy them directly. Our idea is the next, first there will be a registration part for users then they will login in their accounts. In the user profile system there will be a part to submit an order for products. In the order, there will be all information about product and the quantity of the product and the color and size (optional). After submit the order the form of the order will received in the administration side to review it and reply to the customer or user with the acceptance or refuse on order. if the admin accept the order there will be a receipt for the order including the price information with the website’s commission on the products (mostly 10% on products). The receipt will be shown to user in his profile, if the user satisfy he will pay and send a copy of the receipt for payment as an answer to buy his order. The administration will check the payment and then buy the products for user.

To build this website we are going to use the HTML and CSS with JavaScript help for the interface. For programming and data storing we are going to use php MVC framework.
IV. SIGNIFICANCE OF THE STUDY

In our study we are trying to create a website based on MVC Pattern framework. We will show in our study how we may use MVC framework works and the advantages and disadvantages of the framework, according to HE REN YU[6] he said that “Laravel make the development process is standardized ,processing some non-business logic relationship automatically. In his paper designs and implements a simple Laravel model, which achieved automated processing for part of the design. The experimental and simulation proved, web design based on Laravel framework, has scalability and robust scalability, so as to improve the developing efficiency.” And the difficulties that may any web developer may face. On the other hand the idea of website to serve customers who have a problem to buy some products from global online shops.

V. GOALS OF THE STUDY

Our research focuses on building a website based on Laravel framework. we want to show to the web developers the Significance of using MVC frameworks and how to use programming languages to apply businesses models and e-commercial ideas. We believe that our website will be used by many users who have difficulties to buy some products from global online shops and on other hand get revenue from our knowledge of using programming languages.

VI. THE SYSTEM DESIGN AND ANALYSIS

Online shop web system design and planning will be presented through Unified Modelling Language UML. The design part for the application is so important for the quality management and to understand how the business are working according to the requirements[4]. Usually, the requirements are been collected by analysts and then converted into diagrams. these diagrams to show the developer how the system are working and how the data are been flowed through the system. Four UML Diagram we will be used, activity diagram, ER diagram, SQL schema Other complementary diagram is user interface. We will show some parts that may be important to be shown.

A. System Architecture

1) Customer Registration System

The most important part in the in User side is registration into the system to create customer profile. Can register to the system by this part and manage his profile. The user will be asked about his personal information like full name and phone or email and full address. After that if the information is true and there is no lack in them , the code verification will be sent via email address or phone number , the customer will be asked to enter the verification code to confirm his information for security . In figure 2 the Activity Diagram for customer registration.

Figure 2 Registration Activity Diagram
2) Customer Profile system

User have his own profile to manage his service and buy products by add an order for products by the name of the product, link, price, quantity...etc. as we see in Figure 3. After user submit his order he will wait the administration reply on his order with invoice of total payment. The invoice contains the price of products and charging fees and commission of the website. User can pay the money in two ways, first by deposit the money in a bank and send a copy of invoice to admin to approve his order or by electronic payment with PayPal payment. In this user profile, the customer can change his information and manage his orders and he can contact with administration, he can know the price of charge for each kilogram and he can give his opinion in the website’s service.

![Figure 3 Activity diagram for making an order](image)

![Figure 4 Activity diagram for order payment](image)
3) Admin Login System
Admin can login to system by this part and manage his authority in the website. Every supervisor has a limited authority in the system, the Administrator who determines these authorities during the addition of a new supervisor in the system. Before the addition of supervisors the Administrator must add a supervisors groups and each group has an authority and limitations in the system. When the supervisor make a login and after validation of his accessibility in the database has been succeed, we check his group in the system and manage his authority, so if he enter a department in the admin side through his group we validate if this page is authorized within the group of supervisor in figure 8 we will explain it through the activity diagram.

![Figure 5 admin login and authority system](image)

4) Add New Supervisors
Administrator can add supervisors and supervisors who have the authority to use this section. Administrator will provide the information of the supervisor like the name, username, phone, email and some notices and choose his authority inside the administration by choose the appropriate group. In figure 7, the activity diagram for this procedure and figure 6 for interface diagram

![Figure 6 The interface diagram for add a new supervisor](image)
5) New Orders Section For Products Waiting To Approve

In this part admin can see the new orders for products by users and he can see the order with the details of the products like price, link, color, size. Admin can reply to user if the can buy this product and provide him with price and other details of payment through an invoice to pay it. Figure 8, the interface diagram for this section.

6) Orders Waiting To Confirm The Payment

In this section admin can see orders that wait for customers payment in order to buy products for them. In this part admin will see the full details of order, the payment details and the invoice of the order and if customer have paid the money he will approve the order buying and change the state of order to charged products. Figure 9 the interface diagram for this section.
B. Detailed ER Diagram

In the figure 10 the detailed ER diagram.
VII. SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION

This is the longest phase of software development cycle where the process of writing a source code begins. The objective is to transform the gathered information from analysis and design into code. We will show some parts that could be important for this paper.

A. Creating Eloquent models

We identified two main entities: Customers and Orders. Laravel ships with Eloquent, a ground-breaking ORM that gives you a chance to characterize these substances, map them to their comparing database tables, and cooperate with them utilizing PHP techniques, instead of crude SQL. By tradition, they are written in the solitary structure; a model named Customers will guide to the Customers table in the database.

You can likewise physically characterize the name of the database table utilizing the suitably named $table property, in the event that your table name doesn't pursue the tradition expected by Laravel:protected $table = 'custom_table_name'; The Customer model, saved at app/Customers.php, will have a hasMany relationship with the Orders model, which is defined in the following code snippet:

```php
<?php namespace Eshtry;
use Illuminate\Database\Eloquent\Model;

class Customers extends Model {
    protected $fillable = ['name','date_of_birth','Customer_id'];
    public function customer() { return $this->hasMany('App\orders'); }
}
```

The $fillable array characterizes the rundown of fields that Laravel can fill by mass task, which is an advantageous method to allot credits to a model. By tradition, the segment that Laravel will use to
observe the related model must be called Customer_id in the database. The Order display, application/Order.php, is characterized with the reverse hasMany relationship as pursues:
namespace App;
use Illuminate\Database\Eloquent\Model;
class orders extends Model
{
    public function users()
    {
        $this->belongsTo('App\user');
    }
}
Now after creating a model we should start with database.

B. Building The Database Schema
Now we must create the database schema., you don’t have to write any SQL code and you will also be able to keep track of any schema changes in a version control system. To create your first migration, you need to use terminal window and enter the following command:
$ php artisan make:migration create_customers_table --create=customers
This code will create a new migration at database/migrations/. If you open the newly created file, you will discover some code that Laravel has produced for you. Movements dependably have an up() and down() strategy that characterizes the diagram changes while relocating up or down. Moving up is adjusting the database diagram (that is, including a table sometime in the not too distant future), while, moving down is the way toward fixing that pattern change. By tradition, the table and field names are written in snake_case. Additionally, the table names are written in plural structure.
Our customer table migration will look like this:

C. Create a master view
Blade give us a usability to build hierarchical layouts by allowing the templates to be nested and extended. The next code screen shot is the master template that we will use for our application. We will save it as resources/views/layouts/main.blade.php. We use the master view to put all necessary files and links that we need in all pages. As we see the CSS and JavaScript files are linked and used in the master view, now we should extend these files in pages that we need by invoke the master view using the following code:
@extends('layouts.main')
This code will extend the main file and view it in the page that we invoke and this will make codes more usable and re-use these files in different pages.
VIII. CONCLUSION

The paper objectives were to analyse, design and implement a website to buy products for customers from different global shops using MVC pattern technology. Within the Theory chapter, a brief description of used technologies such as Entity Framework, Laravel php, and so forth were introduced. The Analysis and Design part clear up the website basic features together with initial description of mentioned subcomponents. Additionally, this part presents gathered requirements based on not only customer’s expectations but also the needs for an application and management requirements, also this part reflects these requirements into cohesive blocks consisting of data model, server and client side application architecture, subcomponent design and finally the application design. The last paper objective was fulfilled via Implementation part which essentially follows the same structure as previous part. Through the implementation of the system we can figure out the following points:

- The requirement gathering and design make the development process rapid and help the developers to avoid the flaws and understand the business easily.
- Using the OOP pattern make the codes more efficient and easier to reuse the functions and that make the development faster.
- Using the MVC to develop an application is more secure because of the built classes such as authentication, routing, database managing, sending emails, Class auto loading.

By the time the thesis is written, the first version of the website was successfully deployed. According to customer feedback, this solution met with success in all aspects. Thus, it can be presumed that implemented solution suits all defined requirements.

On the basis of previous information it can be claimed that all thesis objectives are considered as successfully accomplished.
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